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S.D.S. Calls for Student Strike on Election Day

"Take one step closer you Blogger, and I'll tear out your adam's apple!" Captain Hook not only threatened Pawprint photographer Terry Nicholas with physical harm as he settled off with first prize at this year's Halloween Dance.

Carnival Dance Draws 150

Once again the Inter Club Council came through and proved that it could be done even if it is tradition. This year the I. C. C. broke the ice to make the Halloween Carnival a big and traditional event. The carnival progressed from a pipe dream to reality as planning was conceptualized, booths were purchased and enthusiasm was sparked.

Ten white carnival booths formed a midway on the lawn between the main gym and the P. E. courts. Like leaves changing colors, the booths went through a metamorphosis of various crepe paper colors. It did not take the decorators long to finish their artistic endeavors and transform the area into a multi-colored carnival.

Booths were named and enthusiasm was shared with the 90 deg. sunshine. Some beat the heat by sitting under Alpha Phi Omega's "Drink-it" while the Denny Molds cooled them off with their precision softball throwing. Others cooled it by taking advantage of SOTA's soft drink concession and Sigma Delta Pi's food booth. But it was later on in the evening when the crowds pitted their skill against the Outdoors Club "Ring Toss"; Alpha Phi's "Penny Pitch", Theta Pi Omega's "Dart Throw", and the Senior Class "Ping Pong Throw". Newman Club provided the setting for the evening with a "Marriage Booth" and, as usual, some had to be dragged to the altar. Also, you could have gotten even with the faculty as Russ Deremer, Dean of Activities and Housing, volunteered (7?) to sit under Alpha Phi Omega's "Drink-it" for the evening. One booth however was quick to point out that it didn't draw so much attention even though there were no volunteers, where else could you get a super duper smoothie for a quarter?

Already the ICC is planning next year's carnival. Today CSCSB, tomorrow the world.

Student Vote 25 Per Cent

McLain and Nick Pencoff to fill the three student seats on the committee.

Dr. Fisk has been asked to call the first meeting of the committee since his name is the first in alphabetical sequence. The first meeting will be an organizational meeting to select a committee chairman and establish the basis of the committee's future actions.

At present there are no plans for a student union building at CSUSB. The College Union Committee's proposal for the $270,000 facilities, to be completed by 1970, failed to get a two-thirds majority vote in the Monday -- Tuesday election.

Co-chairman of the College Union Committee, A. S. President Jerry Rhone noted that "students did not see the necessity at this time" for the union, even though a "small majority" of those who voted "feel that elections under the present system are a fraud."

Dr. Fisk has been asked to call the first meeting of the committee since his name is the first in alphabetical sequence. The first meeting will be an organizational meeting to select a committee chairman and establish the basis of the committee's future actions.

The meeting will be held at 2:30, Tuesday Nov. 5, in L-114.

Freshman Vote 25 Per Cent

Union Proposal Fails

About 50 percent of the 434 students who voted supported the proposal; 47 percent voted "no."

The student-union proposal had been opposed primarily by juniors and seniors who boycotted classes and went to the beach. So why not have a day of fun?

Shots Anyone?

Any interested persons are encouraged to attend immunizations for Mumps and Measles.

S.D.S. Calls for Student Strike on Election Day

"We are attempting to encourage voting," continued Maddox, "by making it more possible. We have national holidays during which we go to the beach. So why not have a day off with which to involve ourselves politically?"

"During the day," he noted, "we will have discussion groups on the lawn outside the cafeteria. These groups will consider such questions as Where does the Liberal go, now that his candidate didn't make it?"

According to Maddox, separate groups will discuss specific campus issues. He stressed that "it's up to the student to determine which group he wants to participate in.

Maddox feels that the College Administration has reacted favorably to the boycott.

"Although they cannot officially support our actions for a 'small majority' of those who voted, in the student union election."

The boycott will be considered as a success, the SDS spokesman concluded, "if just one person gets involved in the discussions and becomes aware of what's happening."

Shots Anyone?

The Student Health Center (A.S.T.) will be offering measles immunizations to all interested students from November 4th-Th. The hours they will be given are as follows: Monday, Wednesday and Thursday — 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Mumps and measles immunizations are strongly recommended for those who have not had the disease before or who are not sure they have had them.

The soil (mumps) and the mumps (mumps) the immunization consists of one shot each and usually does not cause local or systemic discomfort. The exact length of immunity is not known, but it can be as long as five years. It is hoped that everyone will be able to get their shots.
As everyone undoubtedly knows this Tuesday is Election Day. For the people who are still enmeshed with this country's electoral process, election day is the exciting conclusion to the national conventions, the political infighting, and the "discussion" of the issues.

There are others who see this year's election as both a crushing defeat to progressive change and as an insult to their intelligence, therefore, resigned themselves to waiting until 1972, in hopes that all will change.

There are still others who will become political dropouts as a result of the events of this past year. They see the electoral construct, with its massive political parties that have effectively disenfranchised the non-European minorities, as the last vestige of a meaningful democratic institution.

If one reacts negatively to the present state of American politics what is the alternative? It seems that the question of voting or non-voting is a superficial one. A more important and relevant question remains—is there still any validity in individual action? Are we to rely on the choices of the people (read the national parties) to solve our problems for us?

The answer to this last question is NO! If one is truly concerned about his personal welfare and the welfare of his fellow human beings he must turn away from a dependence on society's institutions and embrace instead the tenets of primitive Christianity. By this I do not mean the organized pappy that is spoon-fed to congregations Sunday after Sunday but the primitive teaching that matters; that teaching that is concerned with the welfare of the human animal; that man should treat his fellows with respect, compassion, and love.

This is the way to better understanding between people. This is the way to combat poverty and frustration. It may sound hokey but we must rely on the action of the individual and not on the reactions of the mass.

The Gadfly

Advice to Anti-SDS

By Frank Moore

For the last two weeks there has been a movement against the CCSB chapter of Students for a Democratic Society. SDS became a chartered organization, it seems, that a few people here at Berkeley have been getting a little uptight.

There have been complaints that the Pawprint runs too many "SDS stories." But due to the comparative inactivity on this campus anything that SDS might do will appear unusual, hence newsworthy.

In the first month of the quarter SDS has brought to campus the Peace and Freedom Party's candidate for U.S. Senate Paul Jacobs, has picketed the local headquarters of George Wallace, and has held rallies. It was the SDS who quietly asked the CONC to sell busing passes and California table grapes out of respect of the farm workers' strike. (If you were thankful for the cafeteria's willingness to cooperate, I can't help wondering why you didn't make the decision to stop buying the grapes themselves, considering the plight of the farm worker). SDS is the only group in town (Peace and Justice Committee) that has turned to a national consumer boycott of California grapes.

Moreover, a couple of SDS students somehow get it into their heads that SDS was going to burn an American flag during a recent rally; they were already to drag Bill Maddox off the platform and make a citizen arrest. If the SDS had followed through, they would also have given a dramatic incident in which the chapter's organization and will. It would appear that SDS's enemies are SDS's best contributors.

Chavez Injured

Cesar Chavez was hospitalized in San Jose after a severe back pain that almost paralyzed him.

Chavez will have to continue physical therapy and exercises after release from the hospital. Part of his problem can be traced to the very fast that he made last spring.

The muscles due to lack of sufficient protein, became weak because this put a strain on his back. The bones in his back began to rub each other, so that Chavez was unable to move his back at all, the doctors reported.

Therapy will allow the muscles to heal. Dr. Chavez will be hospitalized until then.

Contact Chavez has been sent c/o Chavez Box 884, Delano, Calif. 93215.

The Detano Grape Strike began in September, 1965, since then grape growers have refused to hold elections that would determine whether or not the farm worker prefers union representation.

Since elections have not permitted, the UFWOC (Union at Farm Worker Organizing Committee) has turned to a national consumer boycott of California grapes.

The UFWOC is seeking the power of the consumer. The committee wants to meet with the growers over the negotiating table. Cesar Chavez wants more than just improved living conditions for his people, he wants to give back to the Mexican-American his human dignity, spirit and pride. Chavez sees farm workers as a union and the strength in numbers as the means to set his people free.

The grower will not increase the workers' salaries. He will not stop the strike because if a man's lifetime is spent trying to earn an inadequate living, he and his children will live in the fields generation after generation. A man must have hope. He must believe in a better tomorrow or today is unbearable.

The farm workers were willing to strike for a better tomorrow even though it meant the possible starvation of their families. But they preferred to see their families starve than to see them prostituted to the growers and kept without an education or a future.

The main opposition to the United Farm Worker's Union comes from the Panfolds, the Zinnowichens, the Bicanas and the largest growers, the Gunnsrara brothers. These growers and their opposition to the strike and boycott is expected. But the open opposition of public officials (Governor Reagan, Max Raftery, Richard Nixon) to a fight by any people for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness is criminal.

The refusal of others such as congressmen John Tunney to take issue with the strike is sheer cowardice. Tunney has claimed to be a friend of the Mexican-American. If this is so please, dear God save us from the Pontius Pilates of the world.

The fight against the growers.

Join the fight against man's inhumanity to man. Support it by not buying grapes!

If you are interested in active involvement in the boycott contact Martha McQueen through this paper.

Freedom House

Today in San Bernardino, at 9352 So. Lincoln Street, there is an old run-down former church which is now called the Freedom House. People run around on weekends fixing it up, and on weekdays, the people in the building.

What is it and what does it mean?

In the days of the Civil Rights Movement one often heard the terms Freedom House, Freedom Road, Freedom Bus, Freedom School, etc. and connected them with some aspect of the movement. As the movement proceeded into various stages of development, so did the terms proceed into various applications.

In the early 1960's while the movement was confronting the South and its problems, a group named Congress of Racial Equality formed in San Bernardino to combat many of these same problems. In the fall 1965 it met with one of its major confrontations: the discontinuance of busing to schools of children from the Ghetto area. After it became clear that the schools would not reconsider, CORE began a boycott of the public school system and began a Freedom School at the Shopping Center on 17th and Mount Vernon. Air was let out of the tires of some busses which were still operating outside the area, demonstrations were held, people united around this issue, and the school finally reconsidered its position. Thus ended the Freedom School, and also coincidently CORE's presence in this location because of lack of rent funds.

In January of 1965 CORE established a Freedom House on 16th and Mount Vernon alongside the Velvet Lounge and began having karate classes, barbeques, dances, parties, meetings, and other things which would get people of the community together for discussion and action concerning the issues which were affecting them daily. But all of this was brought to an end in the winter of 1966 when the realtor moved CORE out and destroyed the building.

In the same time a massive effort was being made by a new organization in town (Peace and Freedom Party) to register and involve people of all groups in a movement dedicated to building awareness of political and social issues, and increasing participatory democratic involvement.

Continued on Page 3
Graffiti

Equal Time for All!

By Mark Tenen

We are all aware of the stress which poor media coverage can place on the need for equal time for all candidates when elections come around. For instance, over the course of this interview, radio talk show, and magazine article is followed by an announcement from the television network. My contributor, or publisher that they welcome responsible spokesmen from all of the candidates in their camp. Right? No, not always.

I discovered, not long ago, a flagrant violation of this basic American tradition. Where? Right here on the CSCSB campus. However, hopefully only a maximum of fifty per cent of the staff and students noticed it, because this gross injustice was situated in the men’s bathroom of the Cullen Alumni Building. Imagine my injured sense of equal rights when, upon entering the left-hand stall of this room, I found a sticker glued to the inside of my stall door. Now, you might not attach much importance to this incident, but you would be overlooking at least three very pertinent considerations.

First of all, the stickers enter a higher class of clientele. Consequently, not only are there no filters to these obscene artistic creations, but there is a sitting in/on the walls (awarded for a record “E=mc2” scrawled hurriedly by some school’s good-for-nothing). Secondly, everyone knows that man experiences his deepest satisfaction from being recorded, and the third reason is the one which I am most involved with: these stickers are a direct affront to my disease.

Now, back to the equal rights issue. I don’t believe it’s all that fair to allow the stickers supporters the exclusive privilege of this dynamic campaign tool. All candidates deserve equal opportunity to display themselves in bathrooms! Therefore, my solution runs (not pun intended): The following candidates for Class President should be stuck to the toilet seats, and George Wallace definitely deserves a waterproof leaflet floating in the toilet bowl. Then, and only then, will these other candidates receive the exact measure of our attention which they merit.

The Pill

Not All Roads Lead to Rome

Usually, we as individuals are not all of us. There are people who refuse to be improved, but when it’s a case of not really liking an assumption, they change their own. This is the case concerning certain erroneous attitudes I possessed about the use of medication. I now hold the belief that not only do all of us take prescribe medication, but that all the doctors on the medical staff and students could have a better understanding of how to use them.

Secondly, you everyone that man experiences his deepest reflection of self seated upon the toilet. Hence the dramatic significance of a “Vote for Paul Jacobs” sticker: It’s the ONLY available reading material which the transient visitor to the john has to ponder and digest.

And thirdly, whoever designed this simple feat of displaying a candidate’s name in a John’s campaign has performed a miracle of psychological association. No, I don’t exaggerate. Just stop and think: what does a bathroom stall most resemble? Why, a voting booth! At once, here is the common denominator of association. Even if the voter doesn’t suffer an over-developed anal fixation, he cannot escape the fact that he will emerge from one box where he has voted in Jacob’s name, and enter another on November fifth where he will again see the printed stimulus of “Jacobs”.

CSCSS student Linda Arth, (right) seen here with Diane Sanders of San Francisco State, spent last year in Sweden as a participant in the Cultural Abroad Program. This year Linda is the campus representative for the program.

Student Gives Poetry Reading Thurs.
Royal Gambit Now in Rehearsals

Hanafi

"Things From Me To You" is the title of a selection of poems which CSCSB student Muser Hanafi will read against a background of oriental music next Thursday at 2:30 p.m., in PS 122.

Mr. Hanafi will present a wide variety of his original works ranging from contemporary issues to impressionistic descriptions, as well as excerpts from Ingram Bergman, William Carlos Williams, Larkis, and Ferlingetti.

Gambit

"Royal Gambit," a play dealing with Henry VIII and his numerous wives will be Martha Stout as Katarina of Aragon, Diana Blair as Anne Boleyn, Charlotte Elder as Jane Seymour, Theresa Brown as Karyn Howard, Mary Barnes as Kate Parr, and Sally Fish as Anne of Cleves. Rehearsals have begun as have technical preparations, under Technical Director Bob Squires. The announced performance dates are the 15, 16, 22, and 23 of November.

Mr. Van Becker urges all students who wish to participate in the Programs next fall must arrange in advance for a personal interview with Mr. Becker. The interview is an essential step in the application process, and will be arranged by Mr. Van Becker. Sign-up sheets will be available on bulletin Board outside A-140.

Rep. to Speak

Mr. Terrence Van Becker, representative of the International Programs of the California State Colleges, will visit this campus November 6 to discuss study abroad opportunities in France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Japan, and India.

Mr. Van Becker urges all students interested in studying abroad to attend a general information meeting to be held on Nov. 6 at 8:30 in A-121.

Forum Continued

Decision making involving all people; the need for direct dialogue and a coalition between the San Bernardino CORE and the San Bernardino College Student Council and the establishment of a new Freedom House at Linwood.

The building (owned by Richard and Bobby Cole) was in need of repair, and thus the title of a selection of poems which CSCSB student Muser Hanafi will read against a background of oriental music next Thursday at 2:30 p.m., in PS 122.

Mr. Hanafi will present a wide variety of his original works ranging from contemporary issues to impressionistic descriptions, as well as excerpts from Ingram Bergman, William Carlos Williams, Larkis, and Ferlingetti.

Gambit

"Royal Gambit," a play dealing with Henry VIII and his numerous wives will be Martha Stout as Katarina of Aragon, Diana Blair as Anne Boleyn, Charlotte Elder as Jane Seymour, Theresa Brown as Karyn Howard, Mary Barnes as Kate Parr, and Sally Fish as Anne of Cleves. Rehearsals have begun as have technical preparations, under Technical Director Bob Squires. The announced performance dates are the 15, 16, 22, and 23 of November.

Mr. Van Becker urges all students who wish to participate in the Programs next fall must arrange in advance for a personal interview with Mr. Becker. The interview is an essential step in the application process, and will be arranged by Mr. Van Becker. Sign-up sheets will be available on bulletin Board outside A-140.

Mr. Van Becker urges all students interested in studying abroad to attend a general information meeting to be held on Nov. 6 at 8:30 in A-121.

Forum Continued

Decision making involving all people; the need for direct dialogue and a coalition between the San Bernardino CORE and the San Bernardino College Student Council and the establishment of a new Freedom House at Linwood.

The building (owned by Richard and Bobby Cole) was in need of repair, and thus the building (owned by Richard and Bobby Cole) was in need of repair, and thus became a trifle discomforting. The event was held last Saturday on the Gym field and was attended by over 100 students.
Check Cashing Service Proposed by A.S. Senate

Making a check-cashing service for CSCSB students almost a reality, the A.S. Senate last Friday voted to provide initial $500 funds to support the service, hopefully, according to Dean of Students, Ron Monroe, to go into effect during November. An additional $500 is being given by the College Foundation.

Business Manager, Leonard Farrell, proposed the service which was then written up and presented to the Senate by Senior Senator Skip Fletcher. Fletcher commented that all the other State Colleges have this service except for Cal State Dominguez Hills (founded the same year as CSCSB) and Cal State Fullerton which can't be on campus.

The service will be located in the bookstore and will be open to all College students. A ten-dollar limit has been set for each check, with no more than one check cashed per day by any one person. Two I.D.'s will be required to cash a check: a College I.D. must be one of these.

Out-of-state checks will be accepted, although two-party checks will not. There will be no charge for the service. However, a five-dollar charge will be charged for passing a bad check. No person may cash a check if a bad-check fine is left unpaid.

Activities Announcements

Summer Jobs
Students who wish to apply for jobs next summer with federal agencies should apply soon, according to Doyle J. Stansel, Director of Placement and Financial Aid.

Applications blanks are available now for the first of four summer job examinations which will be given December 7. Application deadlines are November 6, December 6, January 3 and January 30.

Newman Club
Newman Foundation will be sponsoring a folk mass on Friday, November 1 in observance of All Saints Day. Mass will be celebrated at Newman Hall (1626 Kendall Drive, Fullerton, at 1:30 p.m. All students, faculty, and staff are invited.

Help Wanted
Part time sales, your own hours $20.00 per sale, $50.00 for each add salesman recruited. Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, 386-8370. Ask for Dave Clark.

From The Titan: California State College, Fullerton.

John Pot, a hip version of Johnny Appleseed, has been scattering marijuana seeds in little used pastures and acres of abandoned farms from the foothills of Washington and Oregon to Idaho and Ohio. He details mapped plans of his latest planting to follow hippies when they stop to rest. But he has been avoiding agents of the Federal Bureau of Drug Abuse Control, who are intensifying their search for him now because this is the time of the year when he will be replenishing his supply of seeds. Marijuana plants are bursting with seed in late August and October.

From the Chico State Wildcat.

Making a check-cashing service available at the bookstore and will be open to all students. The average rate of pay is about $100 per week.

Newman Club

From The Poly Post: California State Polytechnic College, Pomona.

For the past two summers, Monceito Hall has been the site of a unique Cal Poly housing experiment. The dorm has been occupied by students of both sexes — to test the feasibility and practicality of having coed dorms at Cal Poly throughout the year.

According to Associate Dean of Activities and Housing Gilbert A. Peters, "the use of coed dorms during the two summer sessions has proved to be a very successful venture."

From Other Campuses

Sportsman Tavern

PIZZA
Eat Here — to go (Just 5 Minutes From Campus) 40th & Main (Newman Auditorium) Tel: 2-9039

Cold Beer — Pool Tables — Soft Drinks

Open: 11 a.m.

Calendar

REGULAR MEETINGS:

Biology Club

SIDS

Alpha Phi Omega

Psychology Club

Activities Comm.

Theta Pi Omega

Ski Association

Executive Cabinet

Special Meetings and Events

Lectures and Public Affairs Committee presents: Perre Nacy

From The Titan: California State College, Fullerton.

A.B.C. (AnglO-Black-Chicano) is supported by North Santa Clara County parents who have raised money from individuals in the community. The district will put these funds into a special trust account for the project, according to Calvin Flint, district superintendent. The district has already allotted $50,000 for programs aimed at disadvantaged students.

From College Times: California State College, Los Angeles

Abdulhamid Akoni, acting coordinator of Afro-American Studies, said that if everything proceeds as planned, an initial Black Studies program consisting of approximately eight courses will begin by January 1, 1969.

The courses will pertain specifically to black culture, history and politics. Akoni said that this program is the result of a concentrated effort on the part of the Black Student Union (BSU) for the past year and a half to initiate a new approach to education with courses and curriculum that are pertinent to black people.

The main objective of the program is to educate the black and white man as to the black's proper place in history and society.

From The Poly Post: California State Polytechnic College, Pomona.

For the past two summers, Monceito Hall has been the site of a unique Cal Poly housing experiment. The dorm has been occupied by students of both sexes — to test the feasibility and practicality of having coed dorms at Cal Poly throughout the year.

According to Associate Dean of Activities and Housing Gilbert A. Peters, "the use of coed dorms during the two summer sessions has proved to be a very successful venture."

SPORTSMAN TAVERN

PIZZA

Eat Here — to go (Just 5 Minutes From Campus) 40th & Main (Newman Auditorium) Tel: 2-9039

Cold Beer — Pool Tables — Soft Drinks

Open: 11 a.m.

Calendar

REGULAR MEETINGS:

Biology Club

SIDS

Alpha Phi Omega

Psychology Club

Activities Comm.


Executive Cabinet

Special Meetings and Events

Lectures and Public Affairs Committee presents: Perre Nacy

From The Titan: California State College, Fullerton.

A.B.C. (AnglO-Black-Chicano) is supported by North Santa Clara County parents who have raised money from individuals in the community. The district will put these funds into a special trust account for the project, according to Calvin Flint, district superintendent. The district has already allotted $50,000 for programs aimed at disadvantaged students.

From College Times: California State College, Los Angeles

Abdulhamid Akoni, acting coordinator of Afro-American Studies, said that if everything proceeds as planned, an initial Black Studies program consisting of approximately eight courses will begin by January 1, 1969.

The courses will pertain specifically to black culture, history and politics. Akoni said that this program is the result of a concentrated effort on the part of the Black Student Union (BSU) for the past year and a half to initiate a new approach to education with courses and curriculum that are pertinent to black people.

The main objective of the program is to educate the black and white man as to the black's proper place in history and society.

From The Poly Post: California State Polytechnic College, Pomona.

For the past two summers, Monceito Hall has been the site of a unique Cal Poly housing experiment. The dorm has been occupied by students of both sexes — to test the feasibility and practicality of having coed dorms at Cal Poly throughout the year.

According to Associate Dean of Activities and Housing Gilbert A. Peters, "the use of coed dorms during the two summer sessions has proved to be a very successful venture."

SPORTSMAN TAVERN

PIZZA

Eat Here — to go (Just 5 Minutes From Campus) 40th & Main (Newman Auditorium) Tel: 2-9039

Cold Beer — Pool Tables — Soft Drinks

Open: 11 a.m.